CALS 001 Thursday Lab (2:30- 4:50 pm) Rotating Lab Roles
TA’s: Becca Cochran, Esther Werner

DRAMATIC READING PRESENTATION
Thursday, September 11th, 2014:
Master of Ceremony: Hanna Kaminski
Timer: Lily Kassen
Camera Operator: Madison Kennedy
Camera Operator: Courtney Keys
Laptop Assistant: Shreya Kontham
Attendance Taker: Ricky Kulawitz
Critique Forms Manager: Joshua Laffin
Speaker Aide: Nick Lamonda

DRAMATIC READING PRESENTATION
Thursday, September 18th, 2014:
Master of Ceremony: Elizabeth Harriman
Timer: Michael Cialone
Camera Operator: Liam Cunningham
Camera Operator: Katarina Fielding
Laptop Assistant: Jeremy Fischer
Attendance Taker: Kristen Fletcher
Critique Forms Manager: Fabian Gonzalez
Speaker Aide: Matthew Hamor

INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATIONS:
Thursday, September 25th, 2014:
Master of Ceremony: Joshua Laffin
Timer: Nick Lamonda
Camera Operator: Morgan McNellis
Camera Operator: Addison Spitzer
Laptop Assistant: Lily Kassen
Attendance Taker: Madison Kennedy
Critique Forms Manager: Ricky Kulawitz
Speaker Aide: Courtney Keys
INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATIONS:

Thursday, October 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Kirsten Fletcher
Timer: Felix Holdorf
Camera Operator: Matthew Hamor
Camera Operator: Jeremy Fischer
Laptop Assistant: Elizabeth Harriman
Attendance Taker: Fabian Gonzalez
Critique Forms Manager: Liam Cunningham
Speaker Aide: Michael Cialone

GROUP CRITICAL ANALYSIS MEETING:

Meet with groups to assign jobs, find articles to analyze, and find meeting times to practice speech.

No Jobs Assigned

GROUP CRITICAL ANALYSIS PRESENTATION:

Thursday October 16\textsuperscript{th}, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Madison Kennedy
Timer: Courtney Keys
Camera Operator: Shreya Kontham
Camera Operator: Ricky Kulawitz
Laptop Assistant: Joshua Laffin
Attendance Taker: Lily Kassin
Critique Forms Manager: Morgan McNellis
Speaker Aide: Addison Spitzer

GROUP CRITICAL ANALYSIS PRESENTATION:

Thursday, October 23\textsuperscript{rd}, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Jeremy Fischer
Timer: Kristen Fletcher
Camera Operator: Fabian Gonzalez
Camera Operator: Michael Cialone
Laptop Assistant: Elizabeth Harriman
Attendance Taker: Felix Holdorf
Critique Forms Manager: Katarina Fielding
Speaker Aide: Michael Cialone

PRESUASIVE PRESENTATIONS:

Thursday, October 30\textsuperscript{th}, 2014:
Master of Ceremony: Hanna Kaminski
Timer: Nick Lamonda
Camera Operator: Morgan McNellis
Camera Operator: Joshua Laffin
Laptop Assistant: Courtney Keys
Attendance Taker: Madison Kennedy
Critique Forms Manager: Shreya Kontham
Speaker Aide: Ricky Kulawitz

PRESUASIVE PRESENTATIONS:

Thursday, November 6th, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Michael Cialone
Timer: Felix Holdorf
Camera Operator: Liam Cunningham
Camera Operator: Katarina Fielding
Laptop Assistant: Jeremy Fischer
Attendance Taker: Kristen Fletcher
Critique Forms Manager: Fabian Gonzalez
Speaker Aide: Matthew Hamor

CHOICE PRESENTATIONS:

Thursday, November 13th, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Courtney Keys
Timer: Addison Spitzer
Camera Operator: Lily Kassen
Camera Operator: Madison Kennedy
Laptop Assistant: Shreya Kontham
Attendance Taker: Ricky Kulawitz
Critique Forms Manager: Nick Lamonda
Speaker Aide: Joshua Laffin

CHOICE PRESENTATIONS:

Thursday, November 20th, 2014:

Master of Ceremony: Elizabeth Harriman
Timer: Matthew Hamor
Camera Operator: Fabian Gonzalez
Camera Operator: Kristen Fletcher
Laptop Assistant: Felix Haldorf
Attendance Taker: Jeremy Fischer
Critique Forms Manager: Karatina Fielding
Speaker Aide: Michael Cialone